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ABSTRACT
The conventional approach to high-precision narrow-angle astrometry using a long baseline interferometer is to
directly measure the fringe packet separation of a target and a nearby reference star. This is done by means of
a technique known as phase-referencing which requires a network of dual beam combiners and laser metrology
systems. Using an alternative approach that does not rely on phase-referencing, the narrow-angle astrometry of
several closed binary stars (with separation less than 2′′), as described in this paper, was carried out by observing
the fringe packet crossing event of the binary systems. Such an event occurs twice every sidereal day when the line
joining the two stars of the binary is is perpendicular to the projected baseline of the interferometer. Observation
of these events is well suited for an interferometer in Antarctica. Proof of concept observations were carried out at
the Sydney University Stellar Interferometer (SUSI) with targets selected according to its geographical location.
Narrow-angle astrometry using this indirect approach has achieved sub-100 micro-arcsecond precision.
Keywords: astrometry, techniques: interferometric, methods: observational, binaries: close
1. INTRODUCTION
Astrometry is an observation technique that measures the position of a celestial object in the sky. It is not a new
field of study but it has garnered recent interest as a promising technique to search for extra-solar (exo-) planets
around main-sequence and intermediate-mass stars. The presence of an exoplanet is inferred by observing the
reflex motion of its host star due to gravitational perturbation from the planet. In order to detect Jupiter-mass
exoplanets, astrometric precision in the regime of a few to tens of micro-arcseconds is required to measure the
motion, and hence the position of the candidate host stars. At the current state-of-the-art, such a level of
precision is only attainable with relative astrometry (relative position with respect to a reference in the sky) and
with optical long baseline interferometry (OLBI) if the observations are carried out from ground-based telescopes.
OLBI is a promising technique for ground-based high-precision narrow-angle astrometry because the theoretical
precision of the measurement is inversely proportional to the baseline of the interferometer.1 High-precision
astrometry has been successfully implemented with OLBI for exoplanets search2 and currently there are several
more attempts to use this astrometric technique for various other field of astronomy.3, 4
There are at least three different approaches to measuring the relative position of a star with OLBI. The first
two approaches, directly and indirectly, measure the difference in optical path length between the position of the
central fringes of the target and reference stars (or dOPD hereafter). In order to do this, the differential phase
of the interference fringes of the two stars, which is proportional to the optical path difference per wavelength,
is measured. The third approach measures the closure phase of the interference fringes of the two stars (both
the target and the reference stars are treated as one single target). The first two approaches require a minimum
number of one interferometric baseline (or a set of two telescopes) to function while the third approach requires
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the use of at least three baselines (or telescopes) simultaneously. Using additional baselines with all approaches
increases the redundancy and the uv-coverage of an observation, therefore decreases the amount of observation
time needed for a given target. Among the approaches, the direct differential phase measurement is the most
commonly implemented.2–6
The direct measurement approach has been extensively discussed in the literature. Instruments that imple-
ment this approach are engineered to measure the optical path of the starlight to an accuracy of better than
5nm with a baseline in the regime of 100m in order to attain the required precision. Those instruments typically
employ a complex and usually costly network of laser metrology systems for the optical path length measure-
ments.7–9 Depending on the circumstances of an observation, e.g. observing from a remote and poorly accessible
site in Antarctica which is thought to be the best site on Earth for long baseline optical interferometry,10 a
complex optical and mechanical design of an instrument can be a significant disadvantage.
On the contrary, the indirect approach to measuring dOPD, which is the subject of this paper, may provide
a simpler alternative solution. It is a method that is widely used for measuring complex visibility of binary stars
but adapted for observing close binary stars which have separations wider than the normal interferometric field of
view. Firstly, this paper discusses the basic principle and the limitation of the indirect method. Then, it reports
on some recent observations using such a method carried out at the Sydney University Stellar Interferometer
(SUSI) to demonstrate the performance of the method. This paper also provides a suggestion for a simple
narrow-angle astrometric instrument that is suitable for a variety of sites, including remote and poorly accessible
observation site such as Antarctica.
2. PRINCIPLE AND LIMITS
The relative astrometry of two stars, ∆~s, can be determined with an interferometer of baseline, ~B, from differential
fringe phase, φ, and dOPD measurements because,
φ = 2πσ dOPD,
dOPD = ∆~s · ~B,
(1)
where σ is the mean wavenumber∗ of light at which the measurements were carried out. In the indirect approach,
φ and dOPD are inferred from the variation of the visibility of the combined fringes of the target and the reference
stars. The visibility is higher when the fringes from the two stars are in phase (or when φ is multiple of 2π)
and lower when the fringes are out of phase (or when φ is multiple of π). The vector dot product in Eq. (1)
varies with time as the pair of stars move across the sky due to the Earth’s rotation on its axis. As a result, the
fringe visibility for a given pair of stars has a characteristic sinusoidal modulation. The squared visibility of the
combined stellar fringes, V 2, derived from the van Cittert-Zernike theorem is given as,11
V 2 =
V 21 + V
2
2 β
2 sinc2 (φ δσ/2σ) + 2
√
V 21 V
2
2 β sinc (φ δσ/2σ) cosφ
(1 + β)2
, (2)
where V 21 and V
2
2 are the squared visibility of the fringes of the individual stars, β is the brightness ratio of
the secondary star to the primary, δσ/σ is the bandwidth ratio of the spectral channel. The sinc function in
the equation is defined as sinc(x) = sinπx/πx. The equation above assumed that the spectral response of the
beam combiner, the intensity of the source and the squared visibility of individual stars are constant within the
spectral channel the measurement is performed. By measuring the fringe visibility of the two stars at different
wavenumbers and times, the dOPD and several other parameters (β, V 21 and V
2
2 ) can be extracted by fitting the
above model to the measurements. Given the straightforward relation between dOPD and the relative astrometry
of the two stars, ∆~s, it is common to extract the latter directly from the model fitting instead. The uncertainty
of the estimated astrometry is proportional to the uncertainty of the fringe visibility. The analytical form of the
function, if it exists, is beyond the scope of this paper to derive it.
Besides the straightforward data reduction from primary observables to relative astrometry, the indirect
approach method requires only one beam combining instrument. As a result, it does not require any metrology
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systems to measure non-common optical paths between beam combiners. This method is not entirely new but
has been used for very narrow-angle astrometry on spectroscopic binary stars (whose component stars have
on-sky separation of ≪500 milliarcseconds (mas)) by several authors12–14 and the measurement uncertainties
obtained are in the sub-milliarcseconds regime. The work discussed in this paper, however, attempted the indirect
approach method on close binary stars (whose component stars have on-sky separations of <2′′).
There are three main challenges to be addressed when applying the indirect approach method to close
binary stars. Firstly, the beam combining instrument must have a wide interferometric field of view. Secondly,
observations of the characteristic modulation of the fringe visibility can only be carried out within a short time
window at specific times. Thirdly, which is the most challenging, unless the orientation of the baseline used for
observation is right for a given position angle of a binary star the observation time window may not exist at all.
The first two challenges essentially set the performance criteria for the intended beam combining instrument.
The field of view of a beam combiner determines the largest star separation that the instrument can observe. It
varies with design but is usually very narrow, e.g. .500mas for NPOI classic,12 MIRC at CHARA15 and AMBER
at the Very Large Telescope Interferometer16 (VLTI). This is one reason why targets for past experiments are
limited to binaries of very small separations. On the contrary, the PAVO beam combining instrument at SUSI
which is used to demonstrate the indirect approach method has a wider field of view. Its field of view of <2′′
enables PAVO to observe binaries with larger separations than previously attempted. The optical design of
PAVO has been described in various other papers17, 18 and therefore is not discussed in detail in this paper.
The time window when the fringe visibility modulation can be observed depends on the coherence length of
the fringes and the rate of change of dOPD between fringes of the two stars. During this time window, the fringe
packets of the two stars crossover each other. The term fringe packet describes the localization of interference
fringes within the coherence length due ‘bandwidth smearing’. The visibility modulation diminishes as dOPD
becomes larger than the coherence length and this effect is modeled by the sinc function term in Eq. (2). In
a practical beam combiner, the coherence length of stellar fringes is in the order of several tens of micrometers
(µm). The longer the coherence length the longer the observation time window is. With a simple North-South
(N-S) baseline at latitude similar to SUSI, the rate of change of dOPD, which is proportional to the binary star
separation, can reach up to tens of nanometers per second per arcsecond per 100m of baseline. Therefore, the
window of opportunity to observe the visibility modulation of binary of a given separation with a 100m baseline
has an upper limit of about tens of minutes. This limit is adequate for averaging out the astrometric bias in
the differential phase measurement due to anisoplanatism in the turbulent atmosphere,1 even at an average
astronomical site like SUSI. Nevertheless, a longer integration time is always advantageous for astrometry.
Other than that, the fast changing fringe visibility during the observation time window also gives rise to
another requirement for the beam combining instrument that is to be used. The total integration time per
V 2 measurement, Tint, must be much smaller than the time for dOPD to change by one wavelength, Tint ≪
(π δσ ddOPD/dt)−1. The factor should be lesser than half in order to keep the systematic error of the V 2
measurements much smaller than its peak-to-peak variation. The limit for Tint ranges from several seconds for
observations in the visible wavelengths to several tens of seconds for observations in the near infra-red (IR)
wavelengths. In general, beam combiners make a single V 2 measurement every several to tens of milliseconds
but incoherently integrate several measurements together to increase signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). By limiting the
total integration time, the SNR of the V 2 data points used for the model fitting is also limited. This eventually
limits the astrometric precision due to random errors that can be achieve with the model fitting. So we need a
sensitive beam combiner so that precise measurement of V 2 can be done in a short time.
The fringe packet crossover event, described in the previous paragraph, occurs when the line joining the
two stars of the binary is perpendicular to the baseline, i.e. when the ∆~s · ~B term in Eq. (1) is zero. This
position-angle-baseline alignment does not always occur when a targeted binary star is observable. A target
is considered observable when it is at a high enough elevation in the sky after sunset and before sunrise. For
example, only ∼20 out of ∼70 close binary stars brighter than magnitude 5 have fringe packet crossover events
that are observable with a N-S baseline at SUSI and at the VLTI (baselines H0-J4). The number of stars in
the example was determined by querying the Washington Double Star (WDS) catalog. The details of the query
are given in the next section. The number of stars observable with this method can certainly be increased by
adding more baselines of different orientations. For example, the number of binary stars exhibiting the fringe
Table 1: Observable targets† with various long baseline interferometers.
SUSI VLTI Dome C#
20 (80)
16 (68)
39 (39)
42∗ (68)
†with (and without) events using a N-S baseline
∗using an addtional E-W baseline
#site used as a proxy for an interferometer in Antarctica
packet crossover event increases to ∼40 out of ∼70 if an additional East-West (E0-J1) baseline is included at
the VLTI. It would take an uneconomical number of baselines, or telescopes, at a mid-latitude site to be able to
always observe the fringe packet crossing event of any binary star at an arbitrary position angle. This could be
one of the reasons why the indirect approach is less popular for narrow-angle astrometry. On the contrary, this
approach could be favorable for observations from Antarctica because such an event can be observed for every
observable binary star with just one baseline because the sun does not rise during the Southern Hemisphere
winter. Therefore, there are two observable fringe crossover events per sidereal day for each binary star in
Antarctica.
3. OBSERVATIONS
Table 1 compares the number of binary stars that exhibit fringe crossover events at various observation sites
using a N-S baseline. Also listed in the table is the total number of binary stars observable from those sites. The
targets are queried from the WDS catalog with the following criteria.
• Magnitude of the primary component, mV < 5
• Difference of magnitude between components, ∆m < 2
• Binary star separation, ρ < 2′′
• Zenith distance during transit, |δ − φLAT| < 60◦
The total number of targets observable is systematically lower at Dome C, Antarctica compared to the other
two sites due to the distribution of bright binary stars over the Southern hemisphere sky. However, unlike in
mid-latitude sites, all targets have two observable fringe crossover events per day in Antarctica.
In order to demonstrate the performance of the indirect approach to narrow-angle astrometry of close binary
stars, observations of two targets (γ Lupi and ζ Sagittarii) were carried out at SUSI using the PAVO beam
combiner. The PAVO beam combiner was assembled and obtained its first stellar fringes in November 2008. A
similar setup17 is also operational at the Center for High Angular Resolution Astronomy (CHARA) array. PAVO
is a multi-axially aligned Fizeau-type interferometer. But unlike a typical Fizeau interferometer, PAVO forms
spatially modulated interference fringes in the pupil plane of the interferometer and then spectrally disperses the
fringes with a low resolution (R∼50) spectrograph. It also employs spatial filtering in its image plane with two
∼1.2mm square apertures and an array of cylindrical lenslets to utilize the full multi-r0 aperture of the siderostats
at SUSI. The interferometric field of view of PAVO at SUSI is <2′′. Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the
PAVO beam combiner.
3.1 γ Lupi
γ Lupi (HR5776; Gam Lup) is a triple star system where its primary component (γ Lupi A) is itself a suspected
spectroscopic binary19, 20 (γ Lupi Aa-Ab). Its primary and secondary components (γ Lupi A-B) form a visual
binary. Table 2 shows the successful observations of γ Lupi A-B carried out with PAVO and the calibrator stars
used for the data analysis.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagrom of the PAVO beam combiner at SUSI.
Table 2: Successful observations of γ Lupi A-B
Date Baseline Range of HAs (Hr) Calibrators
100805 N3-S1 0.99 – 1.50 HR4205, Tet Lup
100806 N3-S1 1.02 – 1.35 13 Sco
100813 N3-S3 0.74 – 1.02 Alf Tel
130705 N4-S2 0.60 – 1.20 Bet Lup, Del Lup
N3-S1=15m, N3-S3=40, N4-S2=60m
The full description of the data reduction pipeline from PAVO interferograms to calibrated V 2 data is beyond
the scope of this paper. The pipeline is similar to the one used for reducing interferograms of the PAVO at
CHARA beam combiner.21
Each set of calibrated V 2 data (one set per successful observation) was used to fit a binary star model (see
Eq. (2)) and to extract the relative astrometry of the binary star. The relative astrometry of a binary star is
expressed in a polar coordinate system where the radial axis, ρ, measures the angular separation between the
secondary and the primary component while the position angle axis, θ, measures the bearing of the secondary
component with respect to the celestial North. The 2D plane which the coordinate system defines is tangential
to the celestial sphere. The relation between ρ and θ with the equatorial coordinate system is,
∆α = ρ sin θ, ∆δ = ρ cos θ, (3)
where ∆α and ∆δ are the small angle approximation of relative astrometry in the right ascension and declination
axes respectively.
Comparisons between the two-dimensional V 2 data and the fitted model are shown in Fig. 2–3 in the form
of grayscale images. The grayscale level represents the relative amplitude of V 2 in a given image. A fringe
crossover event was successfully observed in The last image in Fig. 3 shows the climax of a fringe crossover
event at HA∼0.8 when the V 2 modulation stripe pattern is perpendicular to the HA axis. Despite missing the
climax, the fringe crossover event was still in progress in all the other images. Also shown in the figures are
cross-sectional plots of V 2 versus wavenumber at different hour angles. In the model fitting, the parameter V 21
was allowed to vary but V 22 was kept at 1 because the primary component of the binary is suspected to have a
spectroscopic companion which may reduce fringe visibility while the secondary is estimated to be unresolved
(UD.0.5mas). The accuracy of the values of β, V 21 and V
2
2 are less important as far as astrometry is concerned
because the sinusoidal component of the visibility modulation depends only on the term φ in Eq. (1) which is
related to the fringe packet separation of the primary and secondary components of the binary. Furthermore,
the values of the 3 parameters are sensitive to how well the V 2 data are calibrated.
One drawback of this approach to determine the fringe packet separation indirectly from the modulation of
the square of the fringe visibility is that the estimated position angle has a 180◦ ambiguity. This ambiguity
arises because the position of individual fringe packets could not be determined from the visibility modulation.
Therefore the position angle extracted from the model fit could either be 96◦ or 276◦, if without any prior
knowledge. In the case of γ Lupi, the ambiguity is resolved by cross checking the values obtained with other
techniques (e.g. speckle interferometry22).
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Figure 2: Calibrated V 2 (left panel of (a)) of γ Lupi A-B obtained with PAVO on 5th August 2010 and the best
fit binary star model (right panel of (a)). The grayscale in the images in (a) represents the relative amplitude of
V 2 within each image. The difference in contrast between the data and model does not represent a discrepancy.
Cross-sections of (a) at different hour angles (indicated in the legend) are plotted in (b) as V 2 versus wavenumber
with the best fit model represented by the dashed lines.
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Figure 3: Similar to Fig. 2 but with data taken on 6th & 13th August 2010 and 5th July 2013 for plots on each
row from top to bottom.
Table 3: Relative astrometry of γ Lupi A-B
Parameter 2010.5925 2010.5952 2010.6143 2013.5078
NV 2 37×31 37×20 37×31 37×142
LSTX (Hr) 16.371 16.376 16.378 16.374
βA,B 0.408±0.001 0.312±0.001 0.304±0.003 0.303±0.004
∆αA,B (mas) -798.40±0.26 -803.64±0.29 -805.06±0.59 -811.81±0.31
∆δA,B (mas) 84.76±0.04 85.82±0.05 85.86±0.07 86.05±0.03
ρA,B (mas) 802.9±0.3 808.2±0.3 809.6±0.6 816.4±0.3
θA,B (
◦) 276.05996±0.00002 276.09546±0.00003 276.08760±0.00008 276.05063±0.00001
χ2R 32.0 43.5 4.4 9.1
Systematic errors are not included in the uncertainties.
Table 3 shows the parameters extracted from the model-fitting as well as the number of V 2 data used and
the reduced χ2 of the each fit. The values of reduced χ2 are larger than unity because a binary model is used in
the model-fitting despite the primary component having a suspected spectroscopic companion. The discrepancy
between the model and data is most obvious (see Fig. 3 when HA≈0.79) at a time close to the instance when
the fringe packets cross over because the modulation of the fringe visibility is dominated by the astrophysical
feature of the primary component. Nevertheless, the astrometry of the wider pair (γ Lupi A-B) based on the
fitting of the sinusoidal component of the V 2 model is still good. The uncertainty numbers in the table are not
scaled with
√
χ2R and do not contain systematic errors which are discussed in the next paragraph.
Table 4 shows the same extracted parameters but expressed in an equinox 2000 equatorial coordinate system.
Also given in the table are astrometry from other techniques (mainly speckle interferometry) for comparison.
The values reported in Ref. 22 in a series of papers given in the table have systematic errors of .0.5% in
binary separation and ∼2◦ in position angle.23 Similarly, due to uncertainties in the baseline solutions and the
wavelength scale used in the data reduction, the binary separation and position angle measurements obtained
with PAVO may have systematic errors not reflected in the uncertainty numbers reported in the table. For most
of the PAVO observations, instead of using a more precise approach,6 optical alignment was carried out with
the standard SUSI alignment procedure. The latter approach typically aligns the apertures of the PAVO 2-hole
mask with the pivot points of the siderostats to within 2cm. Assuming this offset is parallel to the uv-plane
centered on the primary component of the binary star (the worst case), this translates to a systematic error
of <0.08◦ (upper limit set by the shortest 15m baseline) in the position angle measurements. An uncertainty
in the baseline solution also translates to an uncertainty in the binary separation but the magnitude is smaller
than the effect of an uncertainty in the wavelength scale. The estimated relative uncertainty in the wavelength
scale is ∼1% (∼6nm over ∼0.6µm). This estimation is based on the pixel offset value obtained during the PAVO
wavelength scale calibration, which is typically .1 pixel or half of the width of one spectral channel. Since
the relative uncertainty in wavelength scale directly translates to an uncertainty in the projected fringe packet
separation measurement the systematic error in the binary separation measurements for γ Lupi A-B is ∼8mas
(∼1% of ∼0.8′′). Therefore the measurements obtained with PAVO are consistent with the values obtained with
speckle interferometry.22–24 The relative astrometry of the binary from various sources and the best fitted orbit
are plotted in Fig. 4 for comparison.
3.2 ζ Sagittarii
ζ Sagittarii (HR7194; Zet Sgr) is a close binary star system which has an expected on-sky separation of 0.5′′, a
position angle of 265◦ and an orbital period of 21 years.26 The primary component (ζ Sagittarii A) is suspected
to have an unresolved companion based on a discrepancy between the observed dynamical mass of the binary
and its theoretical mass estimated from mass-magnitude relation.26
Table 5 shows the number of observations attempted on this binary system. Despite being unsuccessful, the
observation in 2012 hinted at the presence of a tertiary component because the PAVO V 2 data did not show any
modulation and the fringe visibility was low, even with a short baseline. A successful follow up observation in
2013 resolved the tertiary component (ζ Sagittarii Ab).
Table 4: Comparison of γ Lupi A-B astrometry.
Source Julian yr. θ δθ ρ δρ
(+2000) (◦) (◦) (′′) (mas)
TOK2010†
09.2603y 275.7 0.0 0.8107 0.1
09.2603H 275.8 0.1 0.8125 0.3
This work∗∗
10.5925 276.01 0.00 0.8033 0.3
10.5952 276.05 0.00 0.8086 0.3
10.6143 276.04 0.00 0.8101 0.6
13.5078 275.99 0.00 0.8170 0.3
HAR2012#
11.3028y 275.5 0.2 0.8199 0.2
11.3028I 275.5 0.0 0.8197 0.0
TOK2012‡ 12.1845y 275.7 0.0 0.8242 0.1
Ephemeris∗ 13.5000 276.7 – 0.8271 –
†Ref. 22
∗∗see Table 3 for δθ
#Ref. 23
‡Ref. 24
∗based on a grade 3 orbit from Ref. 25
ymeasured at ∼550nm wavelength
Hmeasured at Hα (∼650nm) wavelength
Imeasured at ∼770nm wavelength
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Figure 4: The relative positions of γ Lupi A-B. The circular (©) points are data obtained from the WDS
(1835–1988) catalog and the Fourth Catalog of Interferometric Measurements of Binary Stars (1933–2006); the
diamond (♦) points are from Ref. 22 and Ref. 24; the triangular (△) points are from Ref. 23; and the square ()
points are from this work. The ellipses in (a) and partially in (b) describe the orbit of the secondary component
around the primary, which is centered at the origin in the plots. The orbital elements for the dotted elliptical
lines are obtained from Ref. 25 while the solid elliptical lines are refitted with the available data. The period, P
(= 190), the epoch of periastron, T (= 1885.0), and the eccentricity, e (= 0.51), of the orbit were kept the same.
The updated values for the semimajor axis, a, the longitude of periastron, ω, the longitude of ascending node,
Ω, and the inclination, i, of the orbit are 0.659′′, 310.4◦, 93.2◦ and 95.3◦ respectively.
Table 5: Successful and failed observations of ζ Sagittarii
Date Baseline Outcome Range of HAs (Hr) Calibrators
121003 N3-S1 Fail 2.5 – 3.5 Phi Sgr
130726 N4-S2 Success -1.0 – -0.3 Phi Sgr
N3-S1=15m, N4-S2=60m
Fig. 5 shows the calibrated V 2 data obtained from the observation and the model that best fits the data.
The high frequency modulation is contributed by the primary-secondary (ζ Sagittarii Aa-B) pair while the low
frequency modulation (almost perpendicular to the former) is contributed by the primary-tertiary (ζ Sagit-
tarii Aa-Ab) pair. The V 2 model of a triplet11 used to fit the data is,
V 21,2,3 =
1
(1 + β2 + β3)
2


V 21 + V
2
2 β
2
2 + V
2
3 β
2
3
+2
√
V 21 V
2
2 β2 cosφ1,2 + 2
√
V 21 V
2
3 β3 cosφ1,3
+2
√
V 22 V
2
3 β2β3 cos(φ1,2 − φ1,3)


, (4)
where V 2i are the visibility squared of the fringes of the individual component stars, βi is the brightness ratio of
the secondary or the tertiary component with respect to the primary, and,
φ1,2 = 2πσ∆~s1,2 · ~B,
φ1,3 = 2πσ∆~s1,3 · ~B.
(5)
The subscript of ∆~s represents the pair of component stars the vector is related to. The remaining symbols
in the equation were defined earlier. The astrometric parameters extracted from the model-fitting are listed in
Table 6. In the model-fitting, all component stars were assumed to have angular diameters of ∼0.5mas (uniform
form disk model). The number was obtained from the discrepancy in the total mass of the system26 and their
Hipparcos distance.27 Since such diameters are unresolved on a 60m baseline, the parameters V 21 , V
2
2 and V
2
3
were set to ∼1 at all wavelengths. The uncertainties of the parameters in Table 6 are not scaled with
√
χ2R and
do not contain systematic errors. The table also includes relative astrometry from published work and ephemeris
of the wider component pair for comparison. Although the statistical uncertainties of the parameters shown
in the table are small, the true astrometric precision is limited by the systematic errors discussed in previous
section. The estimated systematic errors in binary separation measurements are ∼5mas (∼1% of ∼0.5′′) for the
Aa-B pair and ∼0.08mas (∼1% of ∼0.008′′) for the Aa-Ab pair. The estimated systematic error in position angle
measurements is ∼0.02◦ (the angle subtended by ∼2cm at a distance of 60m).
4. DISCUSSIONS
4.1 Astrometric error budget
The data analysis and results demonstrate the fringe packet crossover observation technique in performing
precision astrometry on close binary stars. A summary of systematic errors that affect the accuracy of the
results is listed in Table 7. The errors are listed according to two orthogonal axes in which they affect the
measurements, i.e. along the binary separation axis, δρ, and along the position angle axis, ρδθ. The dominant
source of error in the ρ axis is the accuracy of the wavelength scale while the dominant source of error in the
θ axis is the misalignment between the imaging and the wide-angle baselines of the interferometer (see Ref 28
for definitions). As a result, the astrometric error in the right ascension and declination axes varies between the
limits set by the two dominant error sources as a function of θ.
Errors arising from anisoplanatism of the turbulent atmosphere and time-stamping of observation data is
negligible. The former is derived with an atmospheric coefficient29 of ∼780 m2/3s1/2arcsec−1 for a total inte-
gration time of at least 10 minutes while the latter is derived from the accuracy of the system clock of the
computer used for observation. Lastly, the contribution of the uncertainty in measuring the fringe visibility to
the astrometric error is mainly from its random error component. The astrometric error is not sensitive to a bias
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Figure 5: Calibrated V 2 (left panel of (a)) of ζ Sagittarii obtained with PAVO on 26th July 2013 and the best
fitted ternary star model (right panel of (a)). The grayscale in the images in (a) represents the amplitude of V 2.
The high and low frequency modulations are associated with the Aa-B and Aa-Ab component pairs respectively.
Cross-sections of (a) at different hour angles are plotted in (b) as V 2 versus wavenumber with the best fitted
model represented by the dashed lines. Discrepancy between the best fitted model and the data as seen in
some of the panels in (b) suggests additional astrophysical structures (e.g. different spectral type) which are not
included in the triplet model.
Table 6: Relative astrometry of ζ Sagittarii
Parameter As fitted Eq=J2000
Source This work This work Ephemeris∗ DRS2012†
Julian yr. 2013.5654 2013.5654 2013.5 2011.31
NV 2 37×126 – – –
LSTX (Hr) 18.396 – – –
βAa,B 0.847±0.002 – – –
βAa,Ab 0.778±0.002 – – –
∆αAa,B (mas) -501.36±0.02 -501.20±0.02 – –
∆δAa,B (mas) -42.610±0.002 -43.213±0.002 – –
∆αAa,Ab (mas) 4.11±0.02 4.10±0.02 – –
∆δAa,Ab (mas) 6.537±0.002 6.542±0.002 – –
ρAa,B (mas) 503.17±0.02 503.06±0.02 500 304±4
θAa,B (
◦) 265.142172±0.000001 265.072197±0.000001 265 285.59±0.17
ρAa,Ab (mas) 7.72±0.01 7.72±0.01 – –
θAa,Ab (
◦) 32.158757±0.000005 32.076181±0.000005 – –
χ2R 57.8 – – –
Systematic errors are not included in the uncertainties.
∗based on a grade 1 orbit from Ref. 26
†Ref. 26
Table 7: Breakdown of astrometric error
Source of errors δρ ρδθ
(µas) (µas)
dOPD-related
Anisoplanatism <10 <10
Biases in V 2 measurements – –
Random errors in V 2 measurements <400 .1
Wavelength scale of spectrograph 10×103 –
Timing accuracy <2 <2
Baseline-related
Wide-angle baseline solution 2 2
Imaging baseline alignment∗ 200 200
Combined error ∼10×103 ∼200
Estimated errors assumed:
(a) binary separation is 1′′
(b) baseline is 100m
∗>20× smaller with the MUSCA alignment
in the V 2 measurement because the astrometric parameters extracted from the model-fitting are dependent on
the frequency of the V 2 modulation. The bias, if it exists, is assumed to be introduced by the data reduction
algorithm and is wavelength and time invariant. On the other hand, the random error of the V 2 measurement
(usually expressed in terms of SNR) directly affects the astrometric error through the model-fitting process.
Although it is intuitive that a lower SNR produces a larger astrometric error, it is difficult to derive an analytical
solution to relate the two errors. Therefore, for the sake of comparison with other sources of error, the magnitude
of the astrometric error due to the random V 2 error is estimated from the results in the previous section. The
calibrated V 2 measurements have a range of average SNR between 5 to 25.
4.2 Next-generation instrument
The error budget in Table 7 shows two limiting factors for the indirect approach method to reach higher astro-
metric precision. In view of this, this subsection discusses possible improvements to the PAVO beam combiner so
that the astrometric errors determined by the two limiting factors can be reduced. In addition, a next-generation
instrument incorporating the suggested improvements is also discussed.
Firstly, the uncertainty of the wavelength scale can be reduced by increasing the spectral resolution of the
PAVO spectrograph and by adopting a more precise wavelength calibration procedures. With the same spectral
bandwidth, ∆σ, an increase in spectral resolution by a factor of 100 reduces the astrometric error by a similar
factor because,
δρ
ρ
∝ δdOPD
dOPD
∝ δσ
σ
∝ 1
R
, (6)
where R denotes the resolving power of the spectrograph. Note that a high resolution spectrum in near infrared
(IR) wavelengths is less desirable because ∆σ in the common J , H and K bands (0.19µm−1, 0.11µm−1 and
0.08µm−1 respectively) is much smaller than in the visible wavelengths. Even with all the near IR bands
combined, the spectral bandwidth is only half that of PAVO’s. This affects the number of V 2 modulation cycles
seen across the bandwidth for a given dOPD. A smaller number of cycles yields a larger astrometric error from
the model-fitting process. An example of a high resolution spectro-interferometric instrument is the VEGA beam
combiner at CHARA which has a spectral resolving power of 30000 and operates in the visible wavelengths.30
Table 8: Typical/median atmospheric conditions† at various long baseline interferometers
Parameter SUSI VLTI Dome C#,∗
Seeing (′′) 1.3 0.86 0.23
r0 (cm) 7.1 11 26
τ0 (ms
−1) 1 3.9 8.6
L0 (m) <80 22 ∼8
References Ref. 34–36 Ref. 37, 38 Ref. 39, 40
†specified at 500nm wavelength
#site used as a proxy for an interferometer in Antarctica
∗assumed siderostats/telescopes are elevated (&30m above ground)
The reduction in wavelength uncertainty with this approach comes at a cost of reduced flux per spectral
channel or more critically an increase in the fringe visibility uncertainty. In the photon noise limited regime,
δV 2
V 2
=
1
SNR
∝
√
R ∝ 1
Dtel
√
Texp
, (7)
while in the detector noise regime (when observing faint targets), δV 2/V 2 ∝ R. Such a cost can be partially
offset by the exceptional seeing condition in Antarctica, where this observation technique is most efficient. With
an atmospheric coherence time of more than 8× that at SUSI (see Table 8), the exposure time, Texp, of one
frame of interferogram can be ∼10× as long in Antarctica. The additional factor of √10 can be offset by using
siderostats with a larger diameter. Therefore, the next generation instrument should be used with siderostats of
about 60cm in diameter, Dtel, a size similar to those used at the Palomar Testbed Interferometer (PTI) and the
Navy Precision Optical Interferometer (NPOI).
Another advantage of having a high-resolution spectrograph is the long coherence length of the dispersed
fringes. Since the standard deviation of fringe motion due to atmospheric turbulence is expected to be .50λ in
Antarctica, the dispersed fringes will always (∼ 99.7% of the time) be visible to the beam combining instrument
even at a low tracking rate (∼20Hz) if the spectral resolution of the spectrograph is larger than 300.
Secondly, the uncertainty of the baseline alignment can be reduced by adopting a more precise optical
alignment procedure. A procedure developed for a dedicated astrometric beam combiner, MUSCA, at SUSI6
can align the pivot point of two siderostat pupils at the beam combiner to an uncertainty of ∼1mm. The pivot
point of a siderostat (or a telescope) is defined as the intersection point between two of its axes of motion, i.e.
altitude and azimuth. In the case of a siderostat, this point coincides with the center of the circular aperture of
the mirror. The separation of the pivot points of a pair of siderostats (or telescopes) fundamentally defines the
wide-angle baseline of an interferometer. The pivot point of a good siderostat can be kept from deviating from
the center of the circular aperture to less than 100µm within a time-scale of the order of a few weeks.31, 32 The
amount of deviation can be characterized and is included as part of the baseline uncertainty for the astrometric
measurement. In addition, an IR LED can be inserted into a hole centered on a siderostat, a design similar to
an astrometric siderostat of NPOI,33 for real time monitoring of the deviation if necessary.
The anisoplanatism of the turbulent atmosphere would be come the limiting factor for higher precision
astrometry once the wavelength scale calibration and the imaging baseline alignment issues are addressed. Table 8
shows the comparison of atmospheric conditions between 3 different astronomical sites. The atmosphere in
Antarctica is estimated to have ∼3× larger turbulent cells (indicated by the Fried parameter, r0) than the
atmosphere above SUSI. Having such a stable atmosphere, the systematic astrometric error due to anisoplanatism
(which is inversely proportional to r
5/6
0 ) is negligible in Antarctica. Consequently, an hour long observation at
SUSI would require ∼5 minutes (a factor of ∼32 shorter in time) with the same instrument to produce the same
level of astrometric accuracy in Antarctica.
Table 9 lists the features to be implemented for the next generation instrument, which include the several
upgrades discussed above. Two additional desirable features are an extra baseline and a wider field of view. An
extra baseline, B2, independent and orthogonal to the first, B1, can reduce the astrometric uncertainty by a
Table 9: Proposed features of an Antarctic instrument for narrow-angle astrometry
Parameter Details/specifications
Facility related
Baselines
2, independent and orthogonal
1× 10m, 1× 100m
Baseline alignment Similar to the scheme for MUSCA at SUSI
Light collecting elements 4× 60cm-diameter siderostats
Field of view <5′′
Beam combiner related
Optical design Similar to PAVO
Spectral bandwidth, ∆σ 0.5–0.8µm (V band∗)
Spectral resolution, R ∼5000 (100× PAVO)
Number of channels, Nch ∼2100 (100× PAVO)
Coherence length per channel, Lcoh ∼3mm
∗see Sec. 4 for discussion on using NIR bands
factor of
√
1 + (B2/B1)4/3 in the direction of the binary separation when used simultaneously during the fringe
crossover event observation. However, the main motivation to include an additional baseline, especially a shorter
one, is to make observable those stars which would have A wider field of view increases the number of observable
targets. Although it does not increase the number significantly, it would allow α Cen A-B, the closest star system
to Earth and suspected to harbor a near Earth-size planet,41 to be observed. The binary separation will remain
within 5′′ for the next 5 years.42 The next epoch when the binary separation is expected to be <5′′ again is
during the periastron of the secondary component in 2035. Follow-up astrometric observations of the binary
would give a constraint on the mass of the suspected planet and the presence of other planets further away from
the host star. The additional shorter baseline would be necessary for such observations.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the results from prototype observations with SUSI and the proposed enhancements for a next generation
instrument, the indirect approach to narrow-angle astrometry method is capable of achieving accuracy in the
regime of tens of micro-arcseconds. This method does not require an additional metrology system for path length
measurement and uses a straightforward beam combining instrument with no moving mechanical parts. Only
the main delay line and the siderostats, which are the essential parts of an optical long baseline interferometer,
have moving parts and therefore may require regular maintenance. This makes the method very suitable to be
deployed at a remote and poorly accessible observation site like Antarctica.
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